Improved Risk Stratification for Breast Cancer Samples Based on the Expression Ratio of the Estrogen and Progesterone Receptor.
The receptors for estrogen (ESR1) and progesterone (PGR) are both part of the same signaling pathway and routinely used for breast cancer stratification. We tested the hypothesis if a coordinated analysis could add extra information for prognostic stratification. ESR1 and PGR gene expression was first investigated by quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction in fresh-frozen invasive ductal breast cancer samples (Hamburg collective, case-control, n=317). Our results were then tested using two datasets generated by different technical approaches: i) a public DNA-chip data set (GSE3494, n=251) and ii) semiquantitative protein expression data based on immunohistochemistry (Stuttgart collective, n=18,528). The PGR/ESR1 gene-expression ratio was a prognostic indicator in those with ESR1/PGR-positive breast cancer (Hamburg collective), with a high PGR/ESR1 expression ratio indicating a favorable outcome. In all three collectives, the PGR/ESR1 mRNA ratio or its protein equivalent was a univariate prognostic factor and also a multivariate prognostic factor in the Hamburg and Stuttgart collectives. Calculation of the PGR/ESR1 gene-expression ratio and its immunohistochemical surrogate could be a useful and simple addition to routine breast cancer diagnostics. A high PGR/ESR1 ratio could be indicative of a favorable clinical outcome.